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Abstract 
 
With the first generations of digital natives growing up, and digitization becoming the 
standard in our society, questions about the effects reading digitally has on end-users is 
finally becoming a priority among scholars. This thesis will examine the effects digital reading 
has had on the book trade and readers by looking at its quick rise (and possible fall), the 
development of digital literacy and the machine that drives digitalization. A comprehensive 
literary review will shed light on the question why people are switching to digital, clinging to 
printed books, or becoming a hybrid reader. 
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Introduction 
The way we read has changed significantly over time. As Robert Darnton noted; ‘[r]eading 
has a history. It was not always and everywhere the same’.1 The fact that reading has a 
history will surprise some people, as it is an activity that is often taken for granted. In what 
sense can it be said to have changed over time? Psychologists and neurologists have 
provided information about traced eye movements and activities in hemispheres, and while 
many questions remain unanswered even today concerning brain activity, reading can be 
boiled down to a simple definition; ‘reading is a complex cognitive process of decoding 
symbols in order to construct or derive meaning’.2 The way we read, physically, has not 
changed much except for the development of braille in 1824 which allowed blind people to 
take part in the process of individual reading as well and generalized the process of reading 
by not making it a mere visual practice.   
The history of reading is nevertheless an interesting one. While the practice itself 
might not have changed dramatically over time, the social conventions of reading have. 
Ranging from why people read, to where and under what circumstances, reading has 
evolved. For example, reading out loud used to be far more common for entertainment, and 
educational purposes. Monks were read to while eating their dinner and authors would read 
their stories aloud at court. Today, we associate it with a service for those who do not (yet) 
know how to read, usually children who are being read to by their care-takers. This can be 
tied to the purpose of reading, another aspect of the practice which has changed 
significantly over time, as well a change in where we read. It used to be a communal, public 
event but it has grown to be a more private matter nowadays.  
When exploring the changes in reading throughout history, most researchers focus 
on specific reading styles. These reading styles are not universally acknowledged however. 
Every researcher has made his own distinction and definition through the ages. Asa Briggs 
and Peter Burke, in their textbook A social history of the Media, from Gutenberg to the 
Internet, describe five reading styles; ‘critical reading, dangerous reading, creative reading, 
                                                          
1 R. Darnton, ‘First steps toward a history of reading’, Australian Journal of French Studies, 51.2-3 
(2014), pp. 152-177. 
2 A. Hans and E. Hans, ‘Role of Computers in Reading Skills’, Journal Of Humanities And Social Science, 
Volume 15, Issue 4 (Sep. - Oct. 2013), pp. 15-19. 
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extensive reading and private reading’.3 These styles are used to differentiate between social 
aspects of reading, such as dangerous reading which refers to the fact that ‘contemporaries 
sometimes viewed [critical reading] as dangerous, especially when practiced by subordinate 
groups such as women and by ‘the common people’.4 A new medium which is seen as 
potentially dangerous to specific groups is not a new phenomenon. Similar debates have 
been held over mass culture, television, social media, and even genres of music. Today, 
digitalization has initiated another dimension to these debates. 
Digitalization has brought about a new medium for reading. Instead of the printed 
book, digital text came forward, dragging e-books along in its wake. With home computers 
slowly becoming integrated into households, people started to read more and more from 
their computer screens. The use of the internet, with e-mails, weblogs, online new papers 
and even initiatives such as Project Gutenberg allowed people to read both small and much 
larger texts digitally. Computers and other digital devices which accommodate reading, such 
as mobile phones, have become increasingly common. For some people it now even seems 
impossible to go without. Companies urge their employees to solely use e-mail instead of 
traditional snail mail to increase efficiency, lower the costs and have the ability to call 
themselves eco-friendly. 
  When discussing electronic reading, however, most people refer to the use of e-
books instead of emails or text messages. According to the definition in the Oxford English 
Dictionary, an e-book is ‘[a]n electronic version of a printed book that can be read on a 
computer or handheld device designed specifically for this purpose’.5 This seems to be an 
outdated definition. While this used to be the practice, not every electronic book has a 
printed equivalent these days. Some books are published as e-book only to promote their 
associated devices such as the Kindle or IPad, because they are self-published, to reduce the 
costs of production or for various other reasons. Bob Brown is often considered to be the 
first person to have conceptualized the e-reader, and by extend the e-book. He was inspired 
after watching his first movie with sound and wrote The Readies, a book which argues that 
                                                          
3 A. Briggs and P. Burke, A social history of the media: from Gutenberg to the Internet. (Cambridge: 
Polity, 2009) p. 50. 
4 Ibid. 
5 Oxford dictionaries, ‘e-book’, <https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/us/e-book> (5 July, 
2017).  
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reading should find a new medium. This new medium should be ‘[a] machine that will allow 
us to keep up with the vast volume of print available today and be optically pleasing’.6 
Jennifer Schuessler notes that ‘[t]he machine (…), would allow readers to adjust the type 
size, avoid paper cuts and save trees, all while hastening the day when words could be 
recorded directly on the palpitating ether’.7 While the idea might stem from Bob Brown, the 
inventor of e-books is not widely agreed upon. Angela Ruiz Robles, Roberto Busa, Doug 
Engelbart, Andries van Dam and Michael Hart are a couple of names which are often cited as 
first inventors.  
It can be argued that the true break-through of electronic reading was the 
introduction of specific devices for it, such as the e-reader, tablet and smartphone. E-readers 
allow end-users to fully enjoy all the benefits digital reading has to offer, and people have 
taken to them. With Amazon and Apple rolling out red carpets with their online stores, 
making the process seamless and immediate, the popularity of reading digitally has surged. 
The rise of this new kind of reading has transformed the publishing industry. While e-books 
might first have been dismissed as just a shiny new toy which would soon be discarded for 
trusted printed books, digital reading proved to be here to stay and has become a 
multibillion-dollar business. And while e-books seem to lure more and more readers to the 
digital realm, traditional bookstores and publishers are struggling to survive. Large 
bookstores and chains have shut down over the past years, including Borders in the United 
States of America, or filed for bankruptcy like Polare in the Netherlands, and many 
bookstores had to expand their business to include little coffee shops in order to turn a 
profit or break even. 
However, it seems that not only customers are turning away from print. Reference 
books are rapidly going digital as well with the Oxford English Dictionary leading the change 
and the Encyclopedia Britannica and MacMillan publishers following suit.8 But this is not the 
                                                          
6 Anon., ‘Do e-books really threaten the future of print?’, The New Nation, 7 June, 2016 
<http://thedailynewnation.com/news/96124/do-e-books-really-threaten-the-future-of-print.html> 
(4 July, 2017). 
7 J. Schuessler, ‘The Godfather of the E-Reader’, The New York Times, 11 April, 2010 
<http://www.nytimes.com/2010/04/11/books/review/Schuessler-t.html> (5 July, 2017). 
8 A. Jamieson, ‘Oxford English Dictionary 'will not be printed again', The Telegraph, 29 August, 2010 
<http://www.telegraph.co.uk/culture/books/booknews/7970391/Oxford-English-Dictionary-will-not-
be-printed-again.html> (4 July, 2017). 
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only branch of the book industry that is going digital. A new phenomenon popped up around 
2005 and spread quickly; bookless libraries. Intuitively perhaps an oxymoron, but Melanie 
Laing, director of Innova Design Solutions stated that ‘[i]t’s clear that the future for libraries 
is digital’ and that ‘[f]or the next generation, traditional libraries could be something of a 
novelty – a relic from the past’.9  
But how did it all come to this? ‘The earliest ripples of change began with increased 
reading on computer screens in the 1980’s and early 1990s’.10 Emails, text messages, 
newspapers and magazines online became more integrated in daily lives after the 1990’s, 
and devices such as Kindle and IPad only sped the process up and let people become more 
familiar with longer digital texts. A changing mindset with younger generations resulted in 
printed media being seen as old-fashioned. Sitting on the train and staring at the latest IPad 
was deemed much cooler than holding a newspaper or paperback. 
The future of printed media is still unclear but there are glimmers of hope which 
might turn the tide, or at least stop the tidal wave of digitization. Initial enthusiasm over the 
predictions that digital books would get more children interested in reading while also aiding 
students and providing the average customers with an array of choices at their fingertips has 
died down in the wake of a more critical approach to digital reading.  
The rapid digitalization which has taken place in our society, ranging from the 
introduction of eBooks in both private spheres and our education system, to the everyday 
use of smartphones, computers and laptops, has been viewed by many as a neutral, or even 
a necessary development. Technology is often seen as an unstoppable force. The whole 
world is going digital at a rapid pace, neither the publishing business, the educational 
system, nor any other aspect of society should fall behind. It is digitize or perish in the new 
age. 
                                                          
9 Anon., ‘Bookless libraries to sweep education within a generation’, The Educator, 22 March, 2016 
<http://www.the-educator.org/bookless-libraries-sweep-education-within-generation/> (5 July, 
2017). 
10 N.S. Baron, Words onscreen: The fate of reading in a digital world (Oxford: Oxford University Press 
2015). 
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The effects digitization has had on our society have been studied widely and for some 
time now.11 Ranging from connections between the increased use of computers 
entertainment systems and childhood obesity, to the fact that national security assessments 
now include subheadings about cybercrime, and supermarkets replacing staff with self-check 
out machines. The e-book debate is another familiar discussion concerning digitization. With 
the publishers trying to find a way to deal with the monograph crisis and costumers 
searching for easily accessible and cheaper options than printed books, it is unsurprising to 
many that the electronic book has taken the market by storm in most developed countries. 
One of the most striking features of this debate, however, might just be the one thing 
hardly anyone has talked about while the digitization took place: the effect digital reading 
has on readers. With most researchers focusing on the publishing industry, very few have 
bothered to examine the influence of the new medium on reading. Now that the digitization 
has seemingly completed, researchers have started to recognize that the influence of 
digitization might have been, and still is, far greater than anyone had anticipated, if they had 
anticipated it at all. More recent research shows the potential negative side effects of 
reading digitally and research departments and education advice comities are in a rush to 
play catch up. 
As in any debate, the one concerning the e-book, and by extend digital reading, has 
been split into two sides. Those against digitization and those who warn for unforeseen 
negative side-effect of electronic reading are quickly dismissed as living in backwards times. 
Technology, once again, seems unstoppable. It does not help that many arguments, 
especially in the early stages of the debate, seemed to consist of nostalgic notions. The book 
as a way to connect with children before bedtimes, as a reminder of pleasant times spend 
browsing in libraries or as sanctuaries from hectic real lives. Nostalgic notions have snuck 
into academic research and color many studies to this day.  
Those in favor of digitization might truly believe that the e-book is able to save the 
publishing business now that it is so strained by the monograph crisis, though any evidence 
for this is lacking, or they might just be fighting the pro-technology fight. Digitize or Perish. 
                                                          
11 D.R. Desai, ‘The New Steam: On Digitization, Decentralization, and Disruption’, Hastings Law 
Journal, 65, No. 6 (2014). 
J. Douglas, ‘Power for a digital society’, EPRI Journal, 25.4 (2000), pp. 18-18. 
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With more recent research pointing to possible negative side effects of digital reading, those 
in favor of the e-book often hide behind the steamroll of digitization. It is too late to turn 
back now, despite these negative effects. The question is whether we should accept those 
negative effects and simply adopt digital reading as a new reading style, or whether we 
should find ways to negate the effects it has on reading and learning styles. 
This thesis will examine these two opposite ends of the spectrum when it comes to 
their positions on digital reading by examining whether people are clinging to the notion of 
printed books because of nostalgic or ideological reasons, or whether a shift to e-books 
really is a negative influence when it comes to reading and learning habits. The first chapter 
will examine whether readers really are trading in their paperbacks for e-books while the 
second chapter will consist of a literature review focused on the effects digital reading has 
on readers. The third chapter will further explore what drives digitization in our society.   
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Chapter one – the e-book debate 
The increased digitalization of reading has not gone completely unnoticed, of course. Effects 
on reading habits and readers might have been largely overlooked until now, the effects 
digitization has had on the publishing business has sparked a fierce debate which revolved 
around a fairly new phenomenon; the e-book. The first attempts to get readers to read 
digitally resulted in works being distributed via CD-ROMs. It was not the wide-spread success 
which publishers had surely hoped to achieve. That success came in 2008, when Amazon 
released the Kindle. Similar devices, such as the iPad, the Nook and Kobo’s e-reader, were 
launched soon after. Millions of people were drawn to the tablets which offered instant 
purchases from their respective booksellers, giving the readers immediate access to the 
books. Predictably, sales of e-books skyrocketed during the holiday seasons with many 
happy new owners unwrapping their devices and trying them out for the first time. 
Publishers had been struggling with decreasing sales for years and some had hoped that this 
new digital market would be a solution to their problems. They ‘hoped that standalone e-
readers (…) would be their salvation, replacing paper-and-ink books as the diversion of 
choice for a new generation of readers’.12 This chapter will focus on the e-book debate in 
order to determine how deeply ingrained digital reading is in our society today and its 
development through the years. 
 First, it is important to establish a shared vocabulary. Books are easy enough to 
define for most people. Assembled and compiled pages, bound together and covered by a 
different material. This is the definition used by most people in the modern Western world. 
The Middle East and Asia have produced other forms of books, such as scrolls and bound-
together palm leaves, but the focus of this research is on the Western notion of the book. 
 Unsurprisingly, the e in e-books stands for electronic, and these books are the digital 
counterpart of the traditional books just discussed. They can be read on computers, e-
readers, tablets and smartphones. Most scholars and publishers distinguish two types of e-
books. The first one is the most common in the publishing world at this moment; the 
digitally formatted versions of print originals, available as an EPUD, PDF or HTML5 file.  
                                                          
12
 K. Roose, ‘Here’s what the future of reading looks like’, New York, 27 June, 2014 
<http://nymag.com/daily/intelligencer/2014/06/heres-what-the-future-of-reading-looks-like.html>  
(13 June, 2017). 
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The second type of e-books are “digitally native” books, which means that they are 
especially designed to be read on a digital device.13 They make full use of the added 
possibilities digital platforms have to offer, such as the use of visual aids and audio clips, as 
well as the internet connection. Readers can follow hyperlinks to other parts of the story or 
additional information online, connect with other readers or allow publishers to gather 
feedback on their reading habits by sending their data back or filling out review forms at the 
end of books. However, books in this genre are still very much in development due to the 
high production costs for publishers and the unsure future of electronic books in general. 
While the publishing world gives us quantifiable numbers when it comes to reading 
digitally, and therefore the e-books has dominated the discussing surrounding this growing 
phenomenon and its effects, there are of course additional sources for digital reading. Social 
media, blogs, texting, subtitles, and online newspapers all contribute to the time spend 
reading on screens and there is little doubt that they influence or have influenced our 
reading habits. This thesis, however, shall focus on texts longer than a page, disregarding 
most other digital sources for reading. 
The book world was shaken to the very core when the e-books stormed the market in 
2008. The future of print became uncertain as readers seemed to abandon their old books in 
favor of digital counterparts. ‘The sales of e-books soared, up 1,260 percent between 2008 
and 2010’ while print sales went down causing physical bookstores to struggle to survive.14 
In 2011, Borders, one of the biggest book and music stores in the United States of America at 
the time, had to file for bankruptcy. President Mike Edwards stated that several factors 
contributed to the demise of the retailer ‘including the rapidly changing book industry’ and 
                                                          
13 Term taken from Baron; 
N.S. Baron, Words onscreen: The fate of reading in a digital world (Oxford: Oxford University Press 
2015). 
 
14 A. Alter, ‘The Plot Twist; E-Book Sales Slip and Print Is Far From Dead’, New York Times, 22 
September, 2015 <https://www.nytimes.com/2015/09/23/business/media/the-plot-twist-e-book-
sales-slip-and-print-is-far-from-dead.html> (12 June, 2017). 
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‘e-reader revolution’.15 Of course, there must be other reasons beside the digitalization of 
reading. Many other retailers have managed to survive the transitional period, after all. 
The digital apocalypse never arrived for the book trade, or at least it hasn’t yet. 
Recent statistics show that the printed book is making a revival and that e-books have not 
conquered the market as many had predicted.16 Industry research group Nielsen reported 
that there has been a 2% increase in the amount of books sold in the United Kingdom in 
2016, with consumers spending 100 million pounds more on books, both in print and in a 
digital format. More hopeful news for the lovers of “old fashioned” bookshops was the fact 
that there was a 4% rise in purchases across the UK.  
2016 was also the year that the sales of eBooks in the UK fell yet again, making it the 
second year in a row. The Publishers Association reported ‘that digital content sales had 
fallen from £563m in 2014 to £554m’.17 Sales of physical books, however, ‘had increased 
from £2.74bn to £2.76bn’.18 Another report, published by The Bookseller, revealed the same 
result. The e-book sales of the Big Five general trade publishers collectively fell 2,4% in 
2015.19 
The minimal rise in sales of printed books can be explained by a new market found by 
publishers. Who knew the world had been waiting for adult coloring books? This relatively 
new genre generated 20.3 million pounds in 2015 on the UK market and ‘matched the 
growth in the overall print market,’ without it ‘the pattern of zero or negative growth seen in 
the preceding seven years would have continued’.20 Coloring books are of course especially 
suitable as physical copies, with most not having a digital counterpart. ‘The print format is 
                                                          
15 A. Lowrey, ‘Readers Without Border’, Moneybox, 20 July, 2011 
<http://www.slate.com/articles/business/moneybox/2011/07/readers_without_borders.html> (12 
June, 2017). 
16 Many had predicted that e-books would overtake print by 2015. 
17 S. Cain, ‘Ebook sales continue to fall as younger generations drive appetite for print’, The Guardian, 
14 March, 2017 <https://www.theguardian.com/books/2017/mar/14/ebook-sales-continue-to-fall-
nielsen-survey-uk-book-sales> (12 June, 2017). 
18 Ibed. 
19 The Big Five; Penguin Random House, Hachette, HarperCollins, Pan Macmillan and Simon & 
Schuster 
20 V. Houlder, ‘Surge in Adult Colouring Book Sales Attracts Tax Man’, Financial Times, 23 May, 2016 
<https://www.ft.com/content/7fbfff32-1ea6-11e6-b286-cddde55ca122> (13 June, 2017).  
N. Earls, ‘Has the print book trumped digital? Beware of glib conclusions’, The Conversation, 
<http://theconversation.com/has-the-print-book-trumped-digital-beware-of-glib-conclusions-77174> 
(13 June, 2017). 
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appealing to many,’ Phil Stokes, head of PwC’s entertainment and media division in the U.K. 
states, ‘and publishers are finding that some genres lend themselves more to print than 
others and are using them to drive sales of print books’.21  It is thus unsurprising that the 
adult coloring books boosted the sales of printed books significantly but does little to 
convince scholars that readers actually prefer printed books when there is no other option 
available. 
Nielson’s report, however, shows that the rise in print sales in 2016 can be explained 
by another genre, one that does have a digital equivalent, namely children’s fiction, as well 
as the fact that younger generations seem to prefer physical books. Voxburner, a youth 
research agency, found that ‘62% of 16- to 24-year-olds preferred print books to ebooks’.22 
The most popular reason given was: “I like to hold the product.”23 
Younger generations, according to Steve Bohme, research director at Nielsen Book 
Research UK, are also using printed books to cut back their time spent behind screens. ‘We 
are seeing that books are a respite,’ he states when presenting the data of his research, 
‘particularly for young people who are so busy digitally’. The book is hereby merely a means 
to an end, the end being a break from their screens. Terms such as “digital detox” started to 
pop up, with U.K. regulator Ofcom reporting that ‘one third of adults had attempted a 
“digital detox” in 2016 by limiting their use of smartphones, tablets and other devices’.24 
The shift back to printed books does not only come from younger generations, nor is 
it only a phenomenon in the United Kingdom. While the U.K. is often used as an example 
                                                          
21 I. Kottasová, ‘Real books are back. E-book sales plunge nearly 20%’, CNN, 27 April, 2017 
<http://money.cnn.com/2017/04/27/media/ebooks-sales-real-
books/index.html?sr=twCNN043017ebooks-sales-real-
books1231PMVODtopPhoto&linkId=37038292> (4 July, 2017). 
22 S. Cain, ‘Ebook sales continue to fall as younger generations drive appetite for print’, The Guardian, 
14 March, 2017 <https://www.theguardian.com/books/2017/mar/14/ebook-sales-continue-to-fall-
nielsen-survey-uk-book-sales> (4 July, 2017). 
Report only cover 1200 publishers; not whole market 
N. Hoffelder, ‘No, CNN, eBook sales have not plunged nearly 20%’, The Digital Reader, 1 May, 2017 
<https://the-digital-reader.com/2017/05/01/no-cnn-ebook-sales-not-plunged-nearly-20/> (4 July, 
2017). 
23 Ibid. 
24 Anon., ‘Publishers say e-book sales dropped in 2016 with readers going back to physical books’, 
hindustantimes, 1 May, 2017 <http://www.hindustantimes.com/books/publishers-say-e-book-sales-
dropped-in-2016-with-readers-going-back-to-physical-books/story-
xa97fou8wQzUNycYC7t99M.html> (4 July, 2017). 
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during the e-book debate due digital book’s relatively large market share, sales of e-books 
have dwindled in other nation as well, such as the United States of America. E-book ‘sales 
declined 18,7% over the first nine months of 2016,’ the Association of American Publishers 
reported, while ‘[p]aperback sales were up 7,5% over the same period, and hardback sales 
increased 4,1%’.25 According to the Pew Research Center, 65% of Americans reported 
reading a printed book in the past year, compared to only 28% who read an e-book.26 
Despite the initial surge of e-books, many professionals in the publishing industry 
agree that there is a shift back to print happening among readers. Arsen Kashkashian, from 
Boulder Book Store, states that more people are finding their way back to the bookstore to 
buy printed books, saying that the readers ‘were reading more on their Kindle and now 
they’re not, or they’re reading both ways’. 27 The fact that readers are coming back to 
printed books seems have given the publishing world new motivation to innovate and adapt 
to the new times. A second chance to get it right this time around and retake the market 
from the clutches of technology. 
Despite the looming threat of multi-million companies such as Amazon, independent 
booksellers are on the rise once more. ‘The American Booksellers Association counted 1,712 
member stores in 2,227 locations in 2015, up from 1,410 in 1,660 locations five years ago’.28 
Online stores and subscriptions for e-books seem to have failed in their attempts to become 
anything like Netflix or HBO GO, with customers not only preferring physical books but also 
physical stores. Most of such services have disappeared, though Scribd, Bookmate and 
Kindle Unlimited remain popular. 
                                                          
25 I. Kottasová, ‘Real books are back. E-book sales plunge nearly 20%’, CNN, 27 April, 2017 
<http://money.cnn.com/2017/04/27/media/ebooks-sales-real-
books/index.html?sr=twCNN043017ebooks-sales-real-
books1231PMVODtopPhoto&linkId=37038292> (4 July, 2017). 
26 I. Kottasová, ‘Real books are back. E-book sales plunge nearly 20%’, CNN, 27 April, 2017 
<http://money.cnn.com/2017/04/27/media/ebooks-sales-real-
books/index.html?sr=twCNN043017ebooks-sales-real-
books1231PMVODtopPhoto&linkId=37038292> (4 July, 2017). 
27 A. Alter, ‘The Plot Twist; E-Book Sales Slip and Print Is Far From Dead’, New York Times, 22 
September, 2015 <https://www.nytimes.com/2015/09/23/business/media/the-plot-twist-e-book-
sales-slip-and-print-is-far-from-dead.html> (12 June, 2017). 
28 A. Alter, ‘The Plot Twist; E-Book Sales Slip and Print Is Far From Dead’, New York Times, 22 
September, 2015 <https://www.nytimes.com/2015/09/23/business/media/the-plot-twist-e-book-
sales-slip-and-print-is-far-from-dead.html> (12 June, 2017). 
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Digitalization has also created new opportunities for the publishing world. One of the 
most alluring aspects of e-book seems to be the fact that it is instantaneous and easy. One 
click of a button and any book can be downloaded onto an e-reader. In a new world of 
instant gratification, a 7-day wait on an ordered book from a store seems not worth the 
hassle. Publishers are revamping their protocols, expanding their warehouses and speeding 
up the entire printing and distribution process. Penguin Random House LLC expanded its 
distribution center in Crawfordsville, Indiana, with ‘350,000-square foot’, allowing ‘the 
company to double annual book shipments’.29 Other major publishers such as Hachette and 
Simon & Schuster are also investing in bigger distribution centrums in order to speed up 
their delivery to satisfy an increasingly impatient customer while also allowing bookstores to 
make smaller orders, so they can restock quickly when needed. This ‘has reduced returns of 
unsold books by about 10 percent’.30 
Many in the publishing world hailed this news as the downfall of e-books, or as the 
start of it, but it is important to note that while e-books sales might have plateaued or 
decreased, digital books still hold a significant market share. It rose from 18% in 2012, to 
26% in 2015, only to fall back to 25% in 2016. The slight decrease could have several causes, 
ranging from people simply waiting until a new, more desirable model comes out to people 
indeed going back to paper. 
One of the reasons why they might be switching back is the increased e-book prices. 
Major publishers have renegotiated their deals with Amazon over the last years, which gives 
them ‘the right to set the prices of their titles and avoid the steep discounts the online retail 
giant often applies’.31 The prices of e-books have increased significantly, leaving many 
                                                          
29 Anon., ‘Penguin Random House Plans Major Expansion At Its Crawfordsville, Indiana, Operations 
Center’, Area development <http://www.areadevelopment.com/newsItems/7-2-2014/penguin-
random-house-crawfordsville-indiana189233.shtml> (12 June, 201). 
30 A. Alter, ‘The Plot Twist; E-Book Sales Slip and Print Is Far From Dead’, New York Times, 22 
September, 2015 <https://www.nytimes.com/2015/09/23/business/media/the-plot-twist-e-book-
sales-slip-and-print-is-far-from-dead.html> (12 June, 2017). 
31 J.A. Trachtenberg, ‘E-Book Sales Fall After New Amazon Contracts’, The Wall Street Journal, 3 
September, 2015 <https://www.wsj.com/articles/e-book-sales-weaken-amid-higher-prices-
1441307826> (12 June, 2017). 
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customers baffled and feeling cheated when they found out their e-books were almost, if 
not just as expensive as paperbacks.32 
The e-book debate is certainly not over, either on the reader side or the publishers. 
Despite the dip in sales of e-readers and e-books, it is far too early to declare them both just 
passing fads. Decreasing sales of e-readers could simply be contributed to the fact that an 
increasing number of people have started to use their smartphones to read e-books on 
instead of buying new, specialized devices. 
Furthermore, the reports of e-book sales consist mostly of major publishing houses, 
and not even all of them, but completely disregard another major market which is the self-
publishing business. These e-books still have the enticing low prices that caused e-books to 
storm the market in the first place, sometimes even dipping as low as a dollar a book. Russell 
Grandinetti, senior vice president of Kindle, claims that at Amazon ‘digital book sales have 
maintained their upward trajectory’.33 With a share of 65%, Amazon dominates the e-book 
market with many of their titles from self-publishing authors. Carolyn Reidy, president and 
chief executive of Simon & Schuster, suggested that there might just be a pause in the march 
of digital reading and ‘another burst’ might come when the next generation reads on their 
phones, or developers produce an e-reader that will bring people back to the other side. 
As a relatively new phenomenon, e-books still have plenty of potential that has 
hardly been capitalized on by developers. The earliest versions of Kindles and iPads all had 
features which were meant to show readers that e-readers were just as good as books. They 
had roughly the same size as a paperback, were just as light and the “pages” even made a 
rustling sound when they were swiped to the left to give the readers the feeling that they 
were leaving through an actual book. Since 2010, however, the industry has started to use 
the e-book’s true potential by producing enhanced e-books.  
With most e-readers now having more advanced technology, it became possible for 
other material to be included in the books, such as imbedded short films or audio fragments 
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to support the main text. The development of such books was significantly more expensive 
than ordinary e-books and sparked debate in the publishing world. As the revenue of e-
books is lower than with printed books, publishers try to push the price up with their 
enhanced e-books and thus turn a larger profit. Ana Maria Allessi, publisher of HarperMedia, 
claims that, ‘when both digital editions are available, and consumers are given the choice, in 
half the cases they’ll pay more for extra content’.34 Of course the production costs of 
enhanced e-books would be higher as well, resulting in a limited number of authors being 
given the opportunity to turn their works in these editions. Many feared that this would 
polarize the industry further. With debuting authors struggling to find publishers who will 
take a chance on them, it is hardly surprising that publishers will select their best-selling 
authors to publish the more expensive, enhanced e-books in an attempt to turn a profit. 
Curtis Brown’s Karolina Sutton said in 2010 that ‘[v]ery few authors will merit that kind of 
investment. It will polarize the publishing industry – there will be the superbrands and the 
authors that get this kind of treatment’.35 Some might argue that that is just part of the 
vicious circle of the publishing world. Successful authors get bigger PR strategies, which 
make them more successful authors, ad infinitum.  
Furthermore, as mentioned briefly before, some genres are easier and more 
successful to adapt to digital format than others. Author and publisher Ben Arogundade lists 
thriller, mystery and romance as the most popular e-book genres.36 Andrew Wilson, an 
author who self-published his e-book after it had been rejected by publishers, claims that 
‘crime thrillers, fantasy, paranormal romance and chick-lit’ are genres which are ‘particularly 
suited to the Kindle format’.37 Random house has several imprints which are digital only, 
namely Hydra (science fiction, fantasy, and horror), Flirt (‘provocative, edgy and compelling 
New Adult romances’), loveswept (‘passionate, heartfelt romances’) and alibi (mystery and 
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thriller).38 Allison Dobson, Random House digital publishing director stated that these 
‘genres were among the first where readers took to the digital format’, and that these 
genres still have a readership which mostly consists of people who prefer digital reading. 39 
But before there was any debate over whether people were switching from print to 
digital at all, there was a debate about whether people should. Digitization, it seems, always 
sparks debate, especially when it seems to threaten something as fundamental as the 
publishing industry, and by extend the way people engage with literature. During the high 
time of this paper versus digital debate, it was seemingly impossible to not pick a side. As 
Anna Baddeley notes in her article The digital debate is done, and the reading public are the 
winners for The Guardian, everyone ‘was either an eBook zealot or a luddite refusenik,’ 
either ‘[a] heartless free-marketeer or a romantic economic illiterate’.40 
While a more detailed breakdown of both sides of the argument and their 
motivations will be discussed in chapter 3, digitization was often blamed for the persistent 
notion that people were reading less books, magazines and newspapers. Those in favor of 
printed media expressed concern over this development, arguing that reading literary texts 
represents a cultural worth from which a society benefits as a whole. E-book zealots, as 
Anna Baddeley would call them, argued that reading had merely changed. Reading should be 
seen as a cultural habit that changes just as much as any culture does over time and under 
the influence of technological developments. 
Many of the arguments on the conservative side of the debate, those in favor of the 
printed books, are based on numbers concerning the amount of time people spend reading 
these days, as well as the sales numbers of printed books. There are several issues with 
these numbers, however. The Sociaal en Cultureel Planbureau (SCP), a Dutch research 
department, conducts many studies in which they map out how many hours people spend 
on various tasks in their free time in order to see whether people really read less as is being 
claimed. The methods the SCP uses have various flaws that skew the data considerably. The 
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time people spend reading on holidays is discounted, for example, and it is not possible for 
people to indicate that they do several tasks at the same time. When a person listens to 
music while reading, they can only report one of those activities in the study which causes 
some data to be lost.41  
As Niels Bakker notes in his report for Stichting Lezen, the statement that people 
tend to read less is only true when it is limited to printed media.42 There is general consensus 
that people tend to read less printed books, newspapers and magazines but that does not 
mean that they read less in general. The reading has moved to digital platforms; the 
computer, smartphone, e-readers and IPads. 
 The seemingly unstoppable shift from traditional media to digital has led to many 
conservatives abandoning their earlier positions, moving away from an entirely anti-
technological standpoint to a more moderate one. The divide in the e-book, and by extend 
digital reading, debate, has started to close and the two schools of thought seem to have 
merged. Tim Carmody described this process in his Bookfuturist Manifesto, coining the term 
and defining it as people who are neither ‘bookservatives’ nor ‘utopian technofuturists’ but 
instead part of a ‘movement’ that combines the two and does away with the old idea of two 
schools.43  
Bookfuturists refuse to endorse either fantasy of “the end of the book”- “the end as 
destruction” or “the end as telos or achievement” as Jacques Derrida would have it. 
We are trying to map an alternative position that is both more self-critical and more 
engaged with how technological change is actively affecting our culture… 
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[Bookfuturists] try to look for the technological sophistication of traditional 
humanism and the humanist possibilities of new tech. 
With the debate about whether print or digital will win out seemingly over – digital is 
here to stay and it is pointless to fight it now – more and more scholars are turning their 
attention to the effects of the new medium, an area of research that has been relatively 
ignored over the past decade. Terje Hillesund notes that ‘[c]uriously, the emergence of a 
new digital reading paradigm is not an issue’ and that ‘critical interest in digital reading 
seems to have diminished’.44 Claire Warwick states that in 
[T]he last fifteen years critical interest within humanities circles with respect to 
reading has waned and little progress has been made in understanding how 
electronic textuality may affect reading practices, both of academic and non-
academic readers.45 
 The next chapter will discuss how digital reading is affecting readers. 
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Chapter two – the effects of reading digitally 
With generations being born into a world of digital technology, children are now growing up 
as digital natives, a term first used in the Declaration of Independence of Cyberspace and 
popularized by Marc Prensky in his article of 2001; Digital Natives, digital Immigrants.46 
While generations before them had to learn how to operate computers and navigate the 
internet in their adulthood or teenage years, digital natives grow up with technology, making 
them more adapt at it. This digitization has also brought forth a new kind of literacy, going 
hand-in-hand with the development and rise of the e-Book; unsurprisingly called digital 
literacy. 
 Research about the effects of this new kind of literacy on the generation of digital 
natives has been seriously lacking over the past decade with scholars only starting to focus 
specifically on the subject during the past years. This research has also shed light on basic 
questions concerning human reading, exposing many areas which remain unclear to this day. 
As Andrew Dillon notes; 
If our desire is to create systems that improve on paper rather than just matching it 
in performance and satisfaction terms (as it should be) then much more work and a 
more realistic conceptualization of human reading is required.47 
The urge to get this better and more realistic conceptualization of reading has grown now 
that digitalization has crept into every facet of our daily lives. Not only have governments 
and offices taken steps to become paperless workspaces, the bookless library is no longer a 
foreign concept to many and schools have embraced digital technologies such as computers, 
tablets and smart boards. Especially the latter seems to be a cause for concern for many 
scholars. School, after all, is the place where most children learn and perfect their reading 
skills. The digitization of schools would cause possible negative side-effect to trickle through 
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generations, causing many to lose out on the benefits psychical books supposedly bring to 
the table. 
 Digitization has led almost all schools and many parents in developed countries to 
provide children with computers and internet access for educational purposes. According to 
reports from the European commission, ‘most countries in Europe (..) have high rates of 
computer access in schools’.48 Central governments often play an active role in promoting 
and subsidizing digitalization in schools, providing educational institutes with the 
infrastructure and money they need to realize the various projects. In England, programs 
such as Home Access provide low-income families with computers, with Chile and Romania 
offering similar programs.49 More and more schools are also experimenting with programs 
where students get to take their tablets or laptops home with them.50 
 The same digitization in education has taken place in the Netherlands. While 
computers have been incorporated in the classroom for a while now, many more schools 
have taken further steps towards digitalization by using smart boards, tablets and laptops. 
Some schools have even become ‘IPad-schools’, where students no longer use textbooks or 
workbooks but solely IPads instead. The technological revolution in education predates most 
scientific research on the effects it has on studying, reading or the development of children. 
Due to the competitive nature of the education system, parents are free to choose any 
school in the Netherlands and funding is largely dependent on the number of students a 
school has. Many schools have therefor taken to the digital revolution in order to sway 
parents. Smart boards, computers and IPads are more alluring than an old-fashioned 
whiteboard or pen and paper. 
With the academic community settings its sights on possible negative effects of 
electronic reading, it is unsurprising that the educational system, too, is starting to reflect on 
this rapid digitization. On May 9, 2017, the Onderwijsraad (Education Council), an 
independent governmental advisory body which provides advice - whether solicited or 
unsolicited - to the Ministers and to both chambers of parliament on education, policy and 
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legislation, published an advice concerning digitization called Thought Through Digital.51 The 
report states that the Council is of the opinion that, given the ‘societal changes due to 
digitalization’, whether or not the educational system should go along with these changes is 
no longer a relevant question.52 Digitalization is, in the digital age, ‘inevitable’.53 The Council 
warns, however, that it is not a question of digitize or perish for schools and warns against 
suboptimal digitalization, harmful approaches or the over hastily generalization of positive 
results in schools, stating that what could work locally and incidentally might not work on a 
broader level with regards to costs and controllability. The constant emphasis on the 
inevitability of digitization does not contribute to a full understanding of the ‘intrinsic 
complexity, heterogeneity, vulnerability and context sensitivity’ of the process.54 
The report stresses the importance of a good infrastructure for digitalization. Once 
schools have this in place in the form of the right equipment and protocols, staff can be 
educated to wield them in a professional setting and to use them to their full potential. The 
report states that ‘the shaping of educational and integrated use of IT from a clear vision on 
the relation between IT and education’ has routinely come last or is even lacking in certain 
organizations.55 While some schools do have IT plans worked out with a specific educational 
goal, many schools have just acquired some tablets without any thought of how they would 
be integrated. This lack of well worked out vision on the relationship between education and 
IT has contributed to the great variation with which educational institutions treat 
digitalization.56 
While the report stresses the importance of 21st century skills and the advice of the 
Commission of Education 2032, which promotes digital literacy, very little attention is given 
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to the effects digital reading will have on the students.57 Digital literacy is, as defined by SLO 
(expertisecentrum leerplanontwikkeling) and Kennisnet by four clusters of skills; ‘1) basic IT 
skills (knowledge of operating the equipment); 2) information skills (the ability to search for 
and judge information on the internet; 3) media wisdom (the do’s and don’ts on the 
internet); and 4) computational thinking skills which are essential in order to solve problems 
which entail a lot of information, many variables and considerable mathematics.58 While the 
report warns against ‘possible, negative effects on the cognitive developments and physical 
and mental health of students’ there is no mention of the effects of digital reading, 
specifically. 
Henriëtte Maassen van de Brink, chairman of the Onderwijsraad which published the 
advice, admits in an interview with NRC that scientific evidence concerning the worth of 
digital teaching methods is lacking.59 Studies which do address this issue often lack in quality, 
with interventions which are not described properly, no control groups, or corpora which are 
too small to give definite results. Despite this lack of scientific backing for the digitization of 
teaching methods, Maassen van de Brink urges educational institutions to use the 
‘advantages’ of IT.60 These advantages, however, refer to the way digitalization of the 
administration can cause the ‘productivity to rise’.61 This is also mentioned in the report, 
stating that almost all schools have already embraced systems that will track the students’ 
progress and grades. 
The advantages and disadvantages of exposing youth to these technologies and 
allowing them to become more accustomed to reading digitally, however, is only now being 
researched. In a digitized society, skills like navigating the internet, dealing with social media 
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and basic computer proficiency have become of major importance. Günter Kress argues that 
‘the new generation will certainly wire up the brain in new ways’ in order to develop ‘skills 
that are beneficial in the media landscapes to come’.62 This new way of wiring the brain 
would allow digital natives to process efficiently, and respond to, multiple stimuli coming 
from their new multimodal and interactive environment. A part of this process is 
multitasking, a term often misunderstood as being able to do two things at the same time. In 
fact, multitasking is the ability to switch our attention extremely fast between tasks and 
many researchers such as Wolf fear that this skill might ‘come at the expense of valuable 
abilities related to sustained reading’.63 
But how does reading digitally and reading printed media affect readers? Older 
research concluded ‘that people read slower, less accurately, and less comprehensively on 
screens than from paper’.64 More recent research, however, questions this outcome. While 
there are some who still support those claims, others have found no or few significant 
differences when it comes to ‘reading speech, accuracy of recall, or comprehension between 
paper and screen’.65 These inconsistent findings could be due to the fact that many studies, 
especially the older ones, have not controlled all variables. Two mechanisms should be taken 
into account and routinely haven’t been when researching the effects of reading digitally 
and reading printed media. The first mechanism is psychological and revolves around the 
notion that readers construct cognitive maps or spatial representations of a text, which is 
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easier to do with printed media than when reading off of a screen.66 The second mechanism 
focuses on the material characteristics of screen or paper reading and ‘it suggests that the 
materiality of reading medium influences text processing’.67 Due to there being no control 
over all variables, both mechanisms may have acted as confounding factors in earlier 
research. 
The first mechanism is based on how human beings perceive and react to text. 
Besides seeing it as a physical object in our world, something we can hold and feel, human 
beings also see text as a physical landscape we need to navigate through, no matter the 
structure or medium it is presented on. In much the same way as many people remember 
the road taken to a place, by remembering the church they passed or alley they took, 
readers ‘form a cognitive map’ of their location in a text and the ‘spatial relationship of the 
page as a whole’.68 That is why many readers, when asked where in a book their favorite 
passage was, they will remember whether it was on a page on the left or right, and whether 
it was on the top or bottom of that particular page. Due to their fixed lay-out, paper books 
‘make it easier for readers to form a coherent cognitive map of the text’ more so than 
‘onscreen texts’.69 
The ability to form such cognitive maps is severely limited when reading texts on a 
screen. Hypertext is one of the main reasons for this, according to many scholars, as the 
various links and jumps in the pages disorient the readers and prevent them from 
constructing the maps used to navigate the text efficiently.70 This also leads to lesser 
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comprehension of the text, with Carr stating that ‘[r]esearch continues to show that people 
who read linear text comprehend more, remember more and learn more than those who 
read text peppered with links’.71 The inability to form such mental maps of a text is not only 
disrupted by hyperlinks, of course. The material characteristic of words on a screen – the 
second mechanism - are very important in the sense that they are not permanent. Readers 
can adjust the text to their own liking; they can adjust the size of the fonts and often even 
the fonts themselves. The fact that they can scroll through a page, too, prevents them from 
forming the cognitive maps needed to orient themselves. There is no point for a reader to 
remember that the passage was on the top of page, because next time it might not be. There 
might not even be broken up pages to begin with, making it impossible for a reader to orient 
themselves within a text. This lack of cognitive mapping affects readers since ‘a good spatial 
mental representation of the physical layout of the text leads to better reading 
comprehension’.72 As discussed in the previous chapter, more people are switching to their 
smartphones to read eBooks, which will only aggravate the problem. The screens of 
smartphones are far smaller than those of tablets and/or e-readers, making it even harder 
for readers to orient themselves. 
Furthermore, research has shown that the reading speed also decreases when 
readers use screens instead of psychical books. The differences were initially explained by 
the fact that readers were simply not used to reading off of a screen.73 Other, more recent, 
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research suggests that the discrepancy in speed might be due to the fact that the reader has 
to focus on two things at the same time; both reading the text and operating the device 
when it is displayed on a screen, which ‘might impose additional cognitive load’ that would 
leave ‘less cognitive capacity to deal with the text itself’.74 In their paper Cognitive map or 
medium materiality? Reading on paper and screen, Hou, Rashid and Lee argue that paper 
books are ‘so natural, intuitive and immediate’ that readers would not undergo this extra 
strain and are therefore able to process text quicker than when it would be digital. They 
note that older research might be biased due to the medium that was used (‘first generation 
of video display terminals’), and that improvements in screen technology would reduce 
some of the discrepancies.75 Moreover, the introduction of e-paper, which mimics the 
properties of ordinary paper on a screen, might further decrease the strain and thus 
difference in reading speed, while early research shows that it might also positively affect 
reading comprehension.76  Coupled with more advanced technology, digital natives are now 
being taught from screens in schools which could lead to the development of more and 
better ways to navigate a digital text, decreasing the gap further. In the future, the fact that 
people are simply not used to reading off of a screen will no longer be a factor in research. 
Immersion is another feature that pops up in a lot of recent research. It is generally 
understood that deeper immersion in a story will lead to stronger engagement with, and 
better comprehension of the text. The study of Mangen and Kuiken shows that participants 
who read printed media reported higher levels of immersion than those who read digitally.77 
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Furthermore, another study by Mangen, Robinet, Olivier and Velay reported that the 
participants who read printed media were better at reconstructing the order of events than 
their digital counterparts.78 The ability to reconstruct the events in the correct order was 
here taken as a measure of immersion and engagement with the text. An interrupted text 
prevents the brain fluently processing moment-to-moment information, while studies have 
proven this with typographic errors in text, it is not hard to imagine that a hyperlink would 
have the same result. It disrupts the brain from the linear thought process reading was 
taught to be with printed media and would therefor interrupt the building of a cognitive map 
and hurt the reader’s immersion.79 
Despite the growth of the e-book market and the transformation of the education 
system, full digitalization has not yet taken place in the time frame many had mentioned 
(ten years hence from 1992).80 Modern research is now focused on the issues raised by 
previous studies, filtering out the negative side-effects which could have been caused by 
underdeveloped technology. The results of these studies should be taken into account by 
the educational system. As the report of the education council urged, schools should 
develop IT policies for how and why they implement digital aids in the classroom. While 
these policies were mainly focused on the infrastructure, new teaching methods should 
accompany those changes. With teachers taking into account the new digital literacy, they 
will be able to provide the generations of digital natives to come with means to create 
cognitive maps of texts, even when they are read off of screens. This new way of teaching, 
and new way of reading, could perhaps negate the negative side effects digital reading 
seems to have; a lower level of reading comprehension and immersion. 
The next chapter will examine the reasons behind digitalization. 
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Chapter three – the machine behind digitalization 
Unlike with the hard sciences, it is often believed that social sciences and humanities cannot 
be completely separated from the philosophy of those who practice it. While many studies 
of the humanities have had practical effects and uses, their main goal is often identified as 
being ‘to train and mold the future work force through the production and dissemination of 
ideas’.81 To William J. Bennett, the humanities are a ‘body of knowledge and a meaning of 
inquiry that convey serious truths, defensible judgments and significant ideas’.82 As a 
characteristic, the research conducted in the humanities will rarely lead to one single truth. 
Unlike with mathematical equations and medical problems there is no singular solution. 
Instead, the humanities are pushed forward by continuous debate with only the strength of 
one party’s arguments determining which school of thought currently reigns. New authors 
with interesting new perspectives can quickly cause a shift in the academic landscape. Thus, 
most of the humanities research, especially literary studies, always have a personal bias as 
their foundation. 
While Bennett stresses the importance of  humanities for students to prevent them 
from becoming ‘aliens in their own culture, strangers in their own land’, he also warns that 
the humanities should not be used as ‘the handmaiden of ideology, subordinated to 
particular prejudices and calqued or rejected on the basis of their relation to a certain social 
stance’.83 Most researchers loathe the term “ideology” for the bias and sometimes 
shameless pushing of an agenda that it implies. Destutt de Tracy coined the term during his 
time in a prison cell during the Reign of Terror in France, stating his belief that reason ought 
to be the key to social reconstructions instead of the violence that was sweeping through his 
land. In order for our mind to be freed from dogma’s, ‘false consciousness’, ‘fanaticisms, 
mental blockage’ and ‘mystification’ reason, instead of ideology, should be our motivation.84 
The term itself literally means the study or knowledge of ideas and thus belongs to the 
thinking which came forth from the Enlightenment during the eighteenth century. The 
dream was to separate personal, biased opinion and notions from factual truth, a dream 
which inspires many scholars to this day. 
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This dream has not yet become reality when it comes to the digital reading debate. 
The public opinion is being shaped by nostalgia. Clickbait articles on popular websites such 
as Huffington post present their biased opinions under the guise of journalism, stating that 
nine studies have proven why print is better than e-books. 85 The first sentence ‘Don’t 
lament the lost days of cutting your fingers on pristine new novels or catching a whiff of that 
magical, transportive old book smell just yet!’ could not be more telling.86 While it might be 
puzzling who would miss the sting of paper cuts, the lyrical way of describing the printed 
book gives away at best the author’s personal love for the medium and at worst the 
shameless pandering of the audience. In the article, nine studies reporting favorable effects 
of printed books on reading habits and readers are briefly summed up. Even non-scholars, 
which is probably the largest part of the audience, should be able to tell that, with no 
counter arguments refuted and no explanations as to why these nine studies were chosen, 
this by no means is representative of the current academic debate. It does, however, 
showcase that the topic of digital reading is of great interest to the general public. After all, 
click-bait articles are designed to draw as many readers as possible to the site by clever titles 
and hot topics. 
It is hardly surprising that nostalgia will seep into public debate concerning digital 
reading. Many parents who have fond memories of reading as child want to pass the same 
experience on to their children, preferring the physical books over e-books and library visits 
over a couple of clicks in a digital store. The public debate seems to be riddled with 
sentiment rather than scientific facts supporting any claims, as if often is. Parents will refer 
to the argument that they do not want their children to be staring at a screen all day long, 
assuming it to be harmful. However, many participants involved in humanities studies do not 
have a more scientific answer either. “I just like it”, is a common response to why they prefer 
psychical books rather than digital ones. 
The introduction of the IPad is by now a famous example of how nostalgia is used as 
a marketing technique. At a special Apple event in 2010, Steve Jobs presented the IPad for 
the first time to the general public. Hailed as a marketing genius who believed he could 
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create a demand, providing people with products they had not yet realized they needed in 
their lives, Jobs is perched on a comfortable armchair, praising the IPad for being ‘so much 
more intimate than a laptop’ before showing the new feature that is called Ibooks.87 The 
whole scene is designed to remind the readers of sitting in their own living room in their 
comfortable chairs, the classic image of a traditional reader. Instead of stressing the modern 
features, hailing the portability of the IPad and how it is suitable for the newer, faster-paced 
modern times, Jobs stresses how the IPad can function and feel just like a physical book. 
 The image conjured by Steve Jobs is echoed throughout the academic community in 
the form of an inside joke on twitter that ‘associates a relatively unthinking or reactionary 
nostalgia for books with their smell of with the ability to read in the bathtub’.88 These 
arguments and images dominated the first wave of anti-technology in the 1990’s, resulting 
in the first e-readers to have an animation that would show the flipping of pages on the 
screen and an app that could imitate the sound of rustling pages, meant ‘as a concession to 
the emotional needs of certain users’.89 Many of such features have become less popular 
over the times due to the fact that many end-users found them distracting. 
 Whether due to nostalgic sentiments during presentations or a created new market, 
the use of e-readers has grown quickly. In 2011, Amazon reported that ‘since April 1, for 
every 100 print books amazon.com has sold, it has sold 105 Kindle books’.90 It is hardly 
surprising that they would publish their figures in this positive light, of course, since Kindle is 
a part of their own services and has been one of the leading e-readers on the market. In the 
report, they only take into account the number of physical books sold online, excluding the 
sales numbers from physical bookstores and thus skewing the results in their favor. The way 
such figures are reported might fool the general public, who is not used to digging for the 
facts or reading critically, but they do little to sway scholars or investors. When reading such 
reports, scholars and investors alike are hyper-aware of those kinds of manipulation, even 
though they are not shy of using it themselves in their research articles. The same kind of 
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manipulation is used in the language of the reports, trying to steer the readers into a certain 
direction, either pro or against digital reading, for example. 
 However, ‘[t]he influence of language upon thought and perception is most powerful 
when we are unware of it, when it expresses hidden or latent ideology’.91 People are more 
prone to believe in arguments when they are presented as objective facts, rather than being 
swayed by nostalgic sentiments. The difficulty of (digital) humanistic research lies in the 
objective presentation of facts. The ideals of the Enlightenment and pure reason have come 
under fire since linguistic researchers have claimed that language can never be purely 
objective and without bias since it always comes ‘between the reality out there and our 
perceptions/thoughts of it’.92 The academic community, just like the general public, seems 
to be divided into two camps. 
 In 1992, Andrew Dillon, in his paper Reading from paper versus screens: a critical 
review of the empirical literature, established that ‘two schools of thought on the subject of 
electronic texts’ exists.93 While the age of the article shows in arguments such as the inability 
to take electronic texts with you like you would a physical book, an aspect obviously resolved 
by advancements in technology today, it also draws on nostalgic arguments reported by 
Garland who states that ‘a book is a book is a book. A reassuring, feel-the-weight, take-your-
own-time kind of thing’.94 These arguments appear to be extremely resilient, lasting for 
decades now. It will be interesting to see whether such sentiments fade now that current 
generations are growing up with e-readers and digital reading, becoming what many refer to 
as digital natives. 
The current debate has moved away from such practical issues, embracing the words 
of Licklider who stated that ‘our thinking and our planning need not be, and indeed should 
not be, limited by literal interpretation of the existing technology’.95 
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Even though Dillon’s work is presented as a critical examination of the ‘reported 
differences between [printed and digital text] in terms of use’ and they acknowledge the two 
different schools of thought and concur that practical technological issues should be 
disregarded as a hindering factor for digital text, all notions of objective research seem to be 
shot down by the second to last paragraph of the introduction: 
Even so, paper is an information carrier par excellence and possesses an intimacy of 
interaction that can never be obtained in a medium that by definition imposes a 
microchip interface between the reader and the text. Furthermore, the millions of 
books that exist now will not all find their way into electronic forms, thus ensuring 
the existence of paper documentation for many years yet.  
 The mere holding of information is, however, not the subject of debate and neither is 
the level of intimacy between the reader and the text. There is no further expansion on how 
this is relevant to the way people read or the effects it has on how people process text. 
Furthermore, the last sentence seems to be a twist on the technological advancement 
argument that was agreed to be dismissed just a paragraph earlier. If the community decides 
it is necessary for every book to be digitized, there is no reason why this could not be done. 
If we can dismiss issues as underdeveloped technology to free our thinking, surely issues 
such as finances can be dismissed as well. Whether we want to, is, of course, another matter 
entirely and Dillon seems suggest that we do not, in fact, want to. 
 A study conducted by Cassidy, Martinez and Shen at the Sam Houston State 
University focusses on ‘differences in behavior, perception and attitude between users and 
non-users of e-books’.96 Unlike many other case-studies, the process of selection as well as 
the questionnaire used to produce the results have been included in the paper. The 
questionnaire was distributed among all of Sam Houston State University’s graduate 
students and faculty members and 311 were returned and used to generate the results. 
When evaluating the data, significant differences were found ‘between the average age of e-
book users (37 years) and non-users (41 years)’ with ‘38% of respondents hav[ing] used e-
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books’.97 Of those who have used e-books, only 28% prefer e-books, while 31% prefer 
printed books. One of the most cited reasons for the preference was ‘tangibility’.98 The 
results also show that ‘more e-book users (70%) than the non-users (31%) reported a dislike 
for e-books as the reason the prefer print’.99 It seems like the more people work with e-
books, the more they discover its limitations and drawbacks. Some of these are mentioned 
and addressed in the article, such as the lack of automatic citation tools, inability to copy 
portions of the text, and the fact in many cases an e-book can only be lend to one patron at 
the time, a fact which many people unfamiliar to licensing deals find incomprehensible, 
though the report also states that ‘[s]ome of this dissatisfaction may stem from a truly 
negative feeling towards the technology itself’.100 
Even though the authors admit that there is little use to try and change the patron’s 
behavior and urge them to go for digital books if they have a strong personal preference for 
print, when the preference stems from a lack of knowledge it ‘behooves libraries to promote 
e-books widely, educate users on advanced features and create the opportunity for 
potential users to transform themselves into users’.101 There are many obstacles to 
overcome to make students and staff users of e-books by choice, it seems. The study reports 
that students are now picking up eBooks not due to their personal preferences but ‘because 
the e-books fill a need when students feel they have little other choice’.102 This choice is 
often severely limited by financial circumstances. Books, and academic textbooks especially, 
are significantly more expensive than their eBook counterparts. Respondents of the 
questionnaire note that they will buy e-books out of necessity because it will save them 
money, but one student stated that ‘if [they] had a choice, [they] like to have print books’ 
without further elaborating on their reasoning for still liking print better.103 Another instance 
of such a motivation is also quoted in the study, where one of the students declares they 
‘like e-books, use them regularly for certain research and ease of access’, that e-books are ‘a 
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helpful resource’ that ‘flows well with [their] other online coursework’ and yet they add that 
‘if [they] have a choice, [they] prefer a print book’.104 
The study is aimed to provide librarians with ways to increase the use of library e-
books by students, and offers the developers of both e-books and the platforms on which 
they can be used various insights on how to improve their service. While the study suffers 
from a low response rate on the questionnaire, making it difficult to generalize the results 
outside of Sam Houston State University, responder bias due to self-selection should also be 
taken into account. Students and staff interested in the subject or with a stake in the 
outcome are more likely to respond to such questionnaires than those who are not. 
While the study points out that interacting with a text, such as annotating or 
highlighting parts, can cause the students to be more engaged with the texts and therefor 
the researchers recommend every platform to enable the function with their e-books, there 
is no further mention of any of the effects digital reading has on the students or staff 
members. Digitization of the academic library has been taken for granted, despite more 
students and staff members indicating that they still prefer print books (31%) over e-books 
(28%). Instead of focusing on ways to improve the print collection to serve the larger part of 
their patrons, the researchers – who are all either reference librarians or a Web services 
librarian as Sam Houston State University – haven obviously committed to a digital future for 
the library. 
Just as in the report of the education council, the librarians seem convinced that 
there is no stopping of the digitalization. Instead, they try to define ways in order to improve 
their service to sway people to the side of technology and digital reading. This disregard of 
print still being a viable option is prevalent in most studies concerning reading. Many 
scholars seem to side with Ted Nelson, a great proponent of digital reading, who stated that: 
The question is not can we do everything on screens, but when will we, how will we 
and how can we make it great? This is an article of faith – its simple obviousness 
defies argument.105 
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 When it comes to the market of e-books, there is another group besides the 
publishers and readers that is divided. Many well-known authors have publically taken a 
stance on the matter. Paul Theroux remarked that ‘something certainly is lost’ when reading 
from a screen, namely the way ‘how one makes a book one’s own by reading it, scribbling in 
it, dog-earing pages, spilling coffee on it, and living with it as an object, sometimes a 
talisman’.106 It is another play on nostalgia, favoring the book for what it represents, and 
reminds people of, rather than the function it has. Russell T. Davies addresses the debate in 
his foreword for Douglas Adam’s The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy, saying; 
Maybe eBooks are going to take over, one day, but not until those whizzkids in Silicon 
Valley invent a way to bend the corners, fold the spine, yellow the pages, add a 
coffee ring or two and allow the plastic tablet to fall open at a favorite page.107 
Mohsin Hamid states that he prefers ‘reading to e-reading’ because the latter ‘opens the 
door to distraction’ while ‘[t]he closed network of a printed book, on the other hand, seems 
to offer greater serenity’.108 Anna Holmes, in her response in the same article, whole-
heartedly agrees with him, adding that she has ‘yet to feel as fully invested in the pixels on a 
Bezos-imagined screen’ as she does ‘in the indelible glyphs found on good old-fashioned 
book paper’.109 Digitization, however, seems unstoppable once more. Authors such as Ray 
Bradbury, who famously stated that e-books are not books at all, that they smell like burned 
fuel and the internet is just a big distraction, have lost the battle with their publishers. When 
approached by Yahoo! with the request to digitalize his books, Bradbury responded with  
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[t]o hell with you. To hell with you and to hell with the internet. It's distracting[.] (…) 
It's meaningless; it's not real. It's in the air somewhere.110 
Despite his clear anti digital reading attitude, the threat of not being able to get a new 
contract with Simon & Schuster, his publisher, was eventually enough to make him cave. 
 The love for printed books is clearly deeply rooted with many in our society and a 
reason for it can be traced back further than just one generation. Books used to be a status 
symbol. Before print or any form of digitalization, books were made completely by hand 
which was extremely time consuming. This, along with the prices of the required equipment 
and resources, made books very expensive. Nevertheless, many households had a copy of a 
book, mostly the Bible. They would even have a copy when nobody in the household was 
able to read. The mere fact that the family could afford a Bible, and other books, raised their 
status in society. 
Many people still display their books in their living rooms. It might no longer be 
associated with financial prowess, but instead with more personal information about the 
person. Jo-Ellan Dimitrius claims that ‘[w]hat someone reads can be the most revealing item 
a home has to offer’.111 It showcases interests and passions and are often used as 
conversation starters with strangers, something which an e-reader is not able to do. 
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Chapter four – conclusion 
The practice of reading is always changing. With new developments in reading devices, 
scripts, attitudes and habits, every generation has brought slight variations to the ancient 
practice. Modern day sciences allow researchers to learn more about the actual neurological 
and cognitive process of reading. Eye movement can be tracked and brain activity measured 
to get a better understanding of how humans process written language. Despite these 
relative new technologies, there is still a lot unclear about how people read. The arrival of a 
new medium for reading, digital formats, had not caused the surge in research as one might 
expect. Most research concerning this topic is surprisingly dated, with research being done 
to measure the effects the very first screens had on reading. And even though the 
technology was updated throughout the years, most research did not. Only over the past 
couple of years, the attention of the academic community is drawn back to the question of 
how digitalization affects readers. 
 Despite lacking academic attention, the e-book debate has raged in the book trade 
community since the conception of the digital books. The first versions, spread on floppy 
disks and CDROM’s, were not a threat to the traditional industry but served as a vague 
warning that things were about to change. The moment major companies such as Amazon, 
Google and Apple turned their sights on the new market of e-readers and e-books, the tide 
changed for the book trade. The cheaper alternative for traditional books stormed the 
market, resulting into declining sales for book stores. Several big chains did not survive. The 
loss of sales combined with poor management, or perhaps a wrong gamble by betting on e-
books being a passing fad, caused several big companies to file for bankruptcy. Those that 
survived quickly adapted by selling e-readers and setting up their own platforms to sell e-
books, as well as expanding their business to include coffee corners in their stores and sell 
more than just literature. 
 The tidal wave of digitalization has not only affected the book trade, however.  
Computers, tablet and smart boards have infiltrated our classrooms. Schools are going 
digital in order to attract parents and new students, with some even banning all physical 
books. The digitalization, however, is often quickly implemented without proper protocols or 
lesson plans on how to incorporate the new technology in the lessons. Teachers have often 
not been trained to use the smart boards or schools have not yet acquired new teaching 
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methods. In the Netherlands, the government now urges for schools to properly develop 
their IT programs and even cautions to be wary of digitizing too quickly without the proper 
support, though no real action to improve the situation has been taken and many scholars 
feel like the warning and report came far too late. Children are already reading off of 
screens, and the effects are starting to become clearer. 
 To say that no research has been done concerning digital reading would not be 
entirely fair. There are studies dating from the 1980’s that tried to determine how e-reading 
affect readers, but many of these results are attributed to poor technology and the novelty 
of digital technology. Modern research only supports a couple of findings after all these 
years, but these do affect the very foundation of reading. Digital reading makes it very hard 
for readers to form cognitive maps while reading longer texts. The reader gets disoriented by 
hopping from link to link with hyper texts, missing cues such as page breaks and page 
numbers, and the ability to scroll. With static, physical pages many readers would remember 
where their favorite passage was on a page, whether it was at the left or right, top or 
bottom, but digital pages are ever-changing due to the ability to scroll through it. What is at 
the top at one second can be on the bottom the next and this leaves many readers unable to 
construct a cognitive map. These maps are important. Many studies have tied the ability to 
create such maps to the level of reading comprehension people have. The absence of a map 
leads to lower reading comprehension. 
 Furthermore, the reading speed seems to be affected when using digital devices for 
reading. The fact that readers need to both operate a device and read the text seems to be 
slowing their cognitive process down. Whether these results will hold true over the years 
remains to be seen. Like the first research, this result could perhaps eventually be dismissed 
as just a phase during the time people were still learning how to operate the systems. With 
children now growing up as digital natives, handling devices could become just as easy and 
taxing on our system as flipping a page is now, resulting in the reading speed picking up 
again. 
 However, research concerning digital reading needs to adopt new techniques in 
order to create more objectivity. Humanity research is usually build on the opinions and 
convictions of their researchers. Recent studies often focus on why people are using e-books 
rather than physical copies with people filling out questionnaires. The reasons are diverse of 
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course, but most people refer to the lower prices of digital books or the fact that they are 
easier to get a hold of than their physical counterparts. All valid reasons, but when pressed 
people still answered that if they had the choice, they would prefer physical books. The 
question is why? A lot of it seems to be due to nostalgia. Many have learned to read with 
physical books, used to hunt down books in libraries with family members or friends, or 
perhaps even due to a deeper ingrained nostalgia that goes back to the golden age of the 
book when it was used as a status symbol. 
 While digitalization has many favorable side effects, the negative effects discussed in 
this thesis should be addressed first before truly every school goes digital and physical books 
start to fade from our society. The new digital literacy should be supported by both updated 
technology and carefully thought out strategies in school which could negate the negative 
effects reading digitally has on readers. 
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